


About the
brand

@GWENBELOTI

Women's gold jewelry, your go-to style
staples for every day. Gwen Beloti
designs are the perfect balance
between minimalism and subtle
statement, designed with size
inclusivity in mind, for all Golden
beauties.  

At Gwen Beloti we are making
everyday quality gold jewelry
accessible to all women who love
golden hues, who love to feel special
not just on occasion, but daily.

Rings available in sizes 6-11, longer
extenders, and customizable options.

WWW.GWENBELOTI.COM

info@gwenbeloti.com

Why gold?  Because it exudes luxury
and confidence, and who deserves that
experience more than amazing
women looking for pieces to make
them feel beautiful.



20.5K FOLLWERS
@GWENBELOTI

The
founder
I have been in love with
jewelry for a really long time,
and for good reason.  It was
my saving grace and how I
made statements with my
look in lieu of stylish apparel. 
 With my weight fluctuating
often I didn’t always have a lot
of options when it came to
clothing.  Either my size
wasn’t available or the fit
wasn’t flattering.  
 

                 When I decided to design jewelry it was important for me to  
      consider my own experience with fit and accessibility.  Something that used
to make me feel like an outsider was having to shop at “certain” stores or “certain
sections" of a store.  That’s not fun.  I wanted to shop where other women
shopped.  That’s the experience we are curating at Gwen Beloti.  So, whether you
are a woman who needs an 11” anklet, a 3” extender, or 16” necklace and size 6
ring, our gold jewelry is designed for you.

All I ever wanted was great, stylish every-day
wear.  So much so I taught myself the art of
design, first in apparel and later in jewelry. I
wasn't willing to forgo style because the fashion
world didn’t think that I deserved options.
 

It’s my personal experience as a consumer and a
woman that is the foundation of what I do today
and what inspires me.  Regardless of what size I
am, I deserve accessible stylish fashion.  
 



PRESS



2022-23 PARTNERSHIPS &
COLLABORATIONS

The Natural Diamond Council (NDC) and
renowned celebrity jewelry designer Lorraine
Schwartz announced the 2023 cohort of the

Emerging Designers Diamond Initiative (EDDI). 
 The six designers will create a natural diamond
jewelry capsule collection to showcase at JCK

2023.

https://www.naturaldiamonds.com/
https://lorraineschwartz.com/


and immediately became a follower.
Beautiful jewelry. I like that your
rings come in extended sizes❤ 

Saw you on QVC today 

Renowned and
award winning
jewelry company 
John Hardy
amplifies the
creative voices of
jewelry designers. 

2022-23 PARTNERSHIPS &
COLLABORATIONS



2022-2023

Accelerates the growth of small Black-
Owned brands on Shopify through free
workshops, marketing opportunities,
and customer support.

Boma Jewelry a 40 Year Old
Award Winning Company
with its own manufacturing
facilities - awards 
jewelry designers with
manufacturer
partnerships and production
assistance.

HSBC ROAR committed to supporting
female founders looking to scale their
businesses provides the tools, the
network and confidence to supercharge
their business.

GRANTS
&

FELLOWSHIPS

2022-23 PARTNERSHIPS &
COLLABORATIONS



STOCKISTS

PROFESSIONAL
MEMBERSHIPS

PRODUCTION &
MANUFACTURING

ETHICALLY MADE
CERTIFIED GREEN FACILITIES

DOMESTIC & OVERSEAS
TRUSTED RELATIONSHIPS

*Gwen Beloti Collection, LLC is EDI capable



I looked and looked for high              
                                          gold 
hoops. Gwen Beloti had them!

                                  and great value with good
design, found exactly what I was looking for.

I own a couple of your different cuffs and love
the       and             . I love that the cuff is slightly
adjustable and they can fit bigger wrists. I look
forward to adding more to my stack.

Purchased these earrings and was
pleasantly impressed with the                  
and                  for the              .

fit style

                       jewelry and great 
                  ...would definitely recommend.

quality

weight

Great quality

price

This was a present to myself and I 
wear it every day. I love how                      
                    and                                                  
 the necklace is and how well it goes
 with everything.  It's my favorite new
piece of jewelry and I would definitely 
buy something from here again!

delicate

quality affordable

Beautiful
and style

beautifully made

CUSTOMER 
          RATED   

Google Us!!!!!



MORE THAN A PRODUCT
#COMMUNITY

100 DRESSES FOR LITTLE
DRESSES FOR AFRICA

GIFT AN EDUCATOR

In 2020 we launched the Gift an
Educator Project. We invite our
community to nominate an amazing
educator in their life. We've now gifted
teachers from all across the country. We  
value the contribution that they make
to our children every day. These
educators are deserving of golden
recognition and we happily gift them
with golden jewelry during the holiday
season.  

We continue to admire the mission of
Little Dresses for Africa and their
commitment to providing relief to girls
and children. To date we have donated
several hundred dresses.  Today we
offer our support by donating a
percentage of our June month sales to
this organization who is changing the
lives of thousands of children and
families around the globe.

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR 
COMMUNITY INITIATIVES: 

https://gwenbeloti.com/pages/giving



OUR MISSION

through golden hues, curate an accessory experience that inspires
the look and mood of women daily.

WWW.GWENBELOTI.COM


